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11.1-9 STROBOSCOPIC X-RAY TOPOGRAPHY OF QUARTZ 
RESONATORS by A.Zarka & B.Capelle, Laboratoire de 
Mineralogie-Cristallographie, U.A.09 CNRS, Universite 
P.et M.CURIE 4 Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05 France 
and J.Detaint & J.Schwartzel, Centre National d'Etudes 
des Telecommunications, PAB/BAG/MCT, Bagneux, 92220, 
France. 

Using the pulsed light of the storage ring of 
D.C.I.(Orsay, FRANCE) stroboscopic X-ray topography 
(C.C.Gluer, W.Graeff & H. Moller, Nuclear Instr. and 
Meth.,1983, 208 . 701-704) has been performed to observe 
the states of acoustic vibrations in quartz resonators. 
AT plano-convex resonators have been shaped (thickness of 
about 1.56mm) so that the third overtone ·resonance 
occured at the same frequency at which the stored 
positrons circulate in the ring (3.169280MHZ). 
Two types of setting have been used. The first one 
corresponds to the Laue setting and the obtained patterns 
give a general view of the resonator for different 
reflections. By changing the values of the amplitude and 
the phase shift ( between the input signal on the quartz 
and the source), the topographic contrasts give 
information of the local states of the vibration related 
to the internal defects. The second setting leads to 
experiments using monochomatic X-rays. The white incident 
beam is monochromatized by a crystal (a germanium sample 
adjusted for the 220 reflection) mounted on the first 
axis of a double crystal spectrometer. The exit beam is 
then diffracted by the resonator adjusted on the second 
axis (the 210 reflection was used). 
The topographic contrasts of the crystal obtained in the 
diffracted beam were followed with a TV camera and a 
Video system. Films were also used. 
The different AT resonators have shown that the quality 
of the resonance is directly related to the density and 
the distribution of the dislocations. The topograph of 
the sample (without vibration) shows (Fig.1) a high 
density of dislocations in the central part. When the 
crystal is under resonance it can be observed (Fig. 2) 
that losses are important around these defects. Apart 
from the thickness modes, flexural coupled modes are also 
detected. These parasitic vibration modes are frequently 
observed, depending on the amolitude and the ohase of the 
input signal on the resonator~ -
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11.1-10 THE INTENSITY 
FIELD ON TilE ENTRANCE SURFACE 

DISTRIBUTION OF X-RAY WAVE 
IN THE BRAGG CASE. By 

T~kuyuki ,. Uragami, Division of Natural Scicnce,Okayama 
University of Science, Ridai-cho, Okayama, 700 Japa11. 

Tl.·-· r~~·n·h·l1(',:-;uug frinl]es in the Bragg case were 5luJit..:d 
by th.o pr,osenl .1uthor (J.Phys. Soc. Japan ;u_ (1969) 147). 
The crystal wave ex~:ited Ly a narrow incident wave i11 the 
Btagq t:a:3e gives a slrong diffrocti.on nt the incident. 
point. Tlh: rt-~gion of high intensity extends about ...ill 

·:·:.::~ i nc-U.c~n dist.:tnct: from the incident point on the 
t-nLr.:tnt.:(: :;;ur[ace. A lattice defect around the incident 
point clrld within region less than an extinctio11 
distance from the entrance surface may contribute to 
disturbiw;; the cry:..; tal wave of hi9h intensity. 1\n 
Lw.:idt:-nL w.-tve ,_~f l\r1,JK,~ rl)diJ.tiun con1inq lhrutJyh w. no.rroH 
~lit was Jiftra1:t~d wi.lh Lhe 220 and 440 r0flections in d 

silicon crystal. The intensity distribution of Lhe 
crystal WClve is recorded on a nucJbtr cmul::;ioH [;late. One 
of the receiving slits for the diffracted wave of high 
intensity i:-.: s1:t by a smcd 1 mi.cromet.cr to adjust 1ts 
po::,it.ioll dqainst tht: diffr...:tcted beam. The intensity 
r1i.:.tl·ibutioll of X-rctys in a deformed crystal wns 
calculated in the Bragg case (J. Pl1ys. Soc. Japan .2.i 
( 1985) 2559). Bridly speaking, the superposition of the 
wave component concerned with Pcndell6sung frinycs in a 
perfect region dnd that created at a defect gives rise to 
interferences as it do~s in the Laue case. The diffracted 
wav~ o[ hiyl1 inteitsity being stopped by the reccivir1g 
olLt, Lhc plate receives the crystal wave from a point 
in~idc t~~: 1.:rystal differ~nt from the poitlt of irtcidence. 


